Web designers: did you know that you’re also digital sign designers?
With Rise Vision’s HTML5-based platform, you can bring your existing
skills to a new and still largely untapped market.
Expand your web design business through the Rise Vision store by offering your services to a
whole new market, namely, digital sign owners who need compelling, eye-catching content on
their displays.
You’re seeing large electronic displays everywhere now, right? Restaurants, coffee shops,
banks, airports, schools, libraries, stores, offices, lobbies and public areas of all sorts now have
big digital signs on their walls to attract their visitors’ attentions. Any brick-and-mortar business
with foot traffic can benefit from digital signage, and if they don’t already have it on their walls,
it’s likely just because they lack the time, expertise, and resources to create great content for it.
That’s where you come in. Every sign needs great content, and if that sign is powered by the
Rise Vision platform, there’s a real opportunity for you to create its content using the same skills
that you use to create websites.
Send your web pages to physical, on-premise displays.
With Rise Vision’s HTML5-based platform, there’s no difference between designing for the web
and designing for large digital signs. That’s right: anything that you can create for display on a
website can also be displayed on a Rise Vision-powered digital sign. You have full control over
the design via HTML and CSS, and the Rise Vision Platform delivers your web page to the onpremise display based on a user-defined schedule that specifies the time and location of each
appearance.
Help businesses create better digital signage.
By expanding your services to include digital sign design, you can help business owners deliver
content to their walls that’s just as well designed and compelling as the content on their
websites. Only a small fraction of web designers and agencies actually offer digital sign design
services, and yet the demand for well-crafted sign content is at all-time high.
There are three ways to expand your business into the growing area of digital sign design:
1. Expand what you offer your existing clients by taking the virtual presence you have

already created for them on the web, and extending it to their physical displays as well.
Too many businesses focus on driving customers to their location, but then do little to
communicate to them once they’ve walked through the door. Convince your web clients
that digital signage is the best way to utilize their existing web assets to communicate
the same messages at their physical premises.

2. Offer your design services to new businesses who already own signage and use the

Rise Vision platform. Many are looking for professional designers to help them create
attractive content for their signs. Rise Vision allows you to create sub-accounts for each
of your new signage clients, to keep them organized and easily accessible.

3. Create digital signage web page templates and sell them as products in the Rise Vision

store. This can be an important new source of passive income for your web design
business.

It’s a rapidly-growing market.
The Rise Vision user base is large and growing rapidly. As of this moment, we have xx,xxx
Rise Vision accounts, xxx of which were added just yesterday, and we are in xxx countries.
Every user has direct access to the Rise Vision store, and as a featured provider of services or
content, you gain exposure to new clients around the world, and a competitive advantage over
all of the web designers who aren’t offering digital sign design.
Apply now.
Join in the success and add digital sign design to your list of service offerings. Here’s how to
get started:
1. Create your own free Rise Vision account and take our platform for a spin. You don’t

need to be connected to any physical displays to start creating content. The Rise Vision
platform lets you design, save and preview your HTML content all within the Chrome
browser.
2. Once you know your way around, you’re ready to offer your digital sign design services,
or sign templates, to the community through the Rise Vision store. Complete our seller
application to get started.
With the web-based Rise Vision platform, the gap between web design and digital sign design
doesn’t just narrow, it disappears altogether. So why limit yourself? Digital sign owners around
the world are looking for your skills, and we look forward to having you as a new partner in our
store.

